The American and Canadian hunting knives, often referred to as “Old Hickory”, were a much loved tool for the simple reason they felt good in the hand and were consequently very effective. Christina felt that naturally these were perfect to transform into door hardware.

Produced in Turnstyle’s trademark Amalfine material, the Hickory design is available as a door lever or cabinet D Handle in over 48 combinations of Amalfine and Brass Finishes. This includes the addition of the “Sand” finish which previously has only been available in our Shagreen designs.

D-handles in over 48 combinations of Amalfine™ and brass finishes. There is also the addition of the sand finish, which as only previously been used with Shagreen designs.

Designed by Christina Roberts and originally inspired by the knife handle designs of the early 20th century.
Lever Handle - E3500

Projection: 60mm | 52mm Flat Rose

Cabinet Pull Handle - E3700

Projection: 32mm

Cabinet Knob - E3955

Projection: 27mm

AMALFINE GRIP FINISHES

BB  SB  AP  CO  SA
Add 5%

METAL FINISHES

BC  SN  PN  PU  FA  TW  VN  VP  CB

ACCESSORIES

BITE ON 52MM FLAT ROSE - S8007

EURO ESCUTCHEONS - S7769

SLOTTED ESCUTCHEON - S7907

*UPCHARGE
Add 5%

*SPECIAL FINISH